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About This Game

Claw your way to the top of Moreytown, a furry slum for human-animal hybrids. Will you take down the gangs who rule the
town, or take them over instead?

Welcome to Moreytown is a 150,000-word interactive novel by S. Andrew Swann. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or
sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You’re a moreau: a genetically engineered human-animal hybrid, a remnant of mankind’s last war. Surviving life in a
Moreytown hasn't been easy, but now, someone is out to kill you and your fellow "moreys"—unexplained fires, explosions, and

the gangs swirling around the neighborhood add up to big trouble. It's up to you to save your pelt, and maybe take over town.

Play as one of thirteen different species, including tiger, capybara, bear, or wolf. Infiltrate a sinister cult, or ally yourself with a
gang of moreys. Choose a side and let the fur fly!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary, gay, straight, bi, or ace

 Fight the police or help them to bring down a terrifying enemy
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 Save your neighborhood from utter destruction

 Take over a street gang, or even run your own cult

 Explore multiple potential romantic relationships
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Good, like always!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f00OERoYeqE. 6ля, чуть не абасрался. A wonderful healing game that I played with my
3-yo. They really enjoyed it and wanted to play it again and again and again. A scene near the end brought me to tears. It really
is a wholesome experience, but in a constructive, confrontative way.

I recommend it wholeheartedly.. More or less mentaly disturbing and just meh with the horror element. I didn't even give me the
creeps. Just not worth the time to play, that and the constant bugs to even get it to play at all.. gave me diabetes. Okay so I got a
coupon after crafting a badge for this, it only cost me 10 cents.

I mean, I'm not gonna lie, I didn't find myself hating this game when I played it, I had some fun with it. If only from the
hilarious ways people can glitch out when they die.

This game is cheap, which is nice, the developer clearly knows this game isn't the new CoD, and it's priced for what you get.
What's that thing everyone is saying? $1 per hour of gameplay?
Well that's pretty accurate, I couldn't really push myself to put in more than two hours. It's really just not interesting or engaging
enough. But hey, you get your money's worth, right?
I will say though what I do like about this game is it has offline mode, WITH BOTS?!
So many fps's nowadays I feel are lacking this, by no means is this a saving grace, it was a nice little surprise, and it did add
some fun gameplay.

Honestly though I can't recommend you buy this game, there's not much too it, the online is pretty abysmal, almost no one is
ever on and it's just not fun. 3 bland levels, with two of them looking nearly identical, poor sound quality, bad AI, no options for
changing difficulty or whatnot, glitchy, the only + to this game is the bots, to be honest, even if they are idiots.

That's Masked Shooters 2, it's not great, but it's here, if you want. It is what it is.
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delete this ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥. the game lags alot, please fix it. would be great if didn't lag.. I bought this a while back during a
https://groupees.com/software2 bundle and at the time it was a few dollars loss. Zoom Player would only play a few formats
making VLC far superior. I decided to see if the program has aged and matured and it has, by a very small amount Now it can
play a DVD @@!! I tried to play a physical dvd with vlc player but it thought it was a blueray !>!>!> so i tried zoom player and
wow it works and it ZOOOMS. Awesome game. Good game, i have a lot of fun playing this game.
It still needs some patch to become great game.. This game has been a fun and challenging ride so far! The controls\/motions
could be smoother, like when getting up stairs, but that just comes with the territory of playing a new indie game. The music in
the game is also really cool. I look forward to making it through all the levels. I just posted my first episode of gameplay if
devs\/gamers are interested in seeing it in action.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=20sCvsw24nQ

This is definitely worth $1 to play. But.... Keep your head on a swivel......cause those barrels are coming!!!!. flash game gone
steam. Totally worth the 10 cents with the -90% coupon. Otherwise... I mean if you got money.. its a decent time killer.. The
game is a lot of fun but will not run on Windows 10.

Edit (October 26th 2018): Kudos to the developers for patching the game; it runs pretty well aside from some minor issues with
lag.. You like Worms?
You wanna play it in 3D?
You've got your answer.
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